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And that being said, I want to make sure that the
wrestling trainers are as realistic as possible, so if you’re

watching wrestling and you’re thinking, ‘There was a
strategy that this guy used,’ or ‘I think this wrestler is

good because he had this movement’, that is all his own,
and the trainers take it and run with it. So I want to make
sure that every aspect of the show that has to do with the
wrestling trainers are more than realistic. The acrobatic

feats should be real, the grappling should be real, and the
takedowns should be real. While the Hawx boys were

gaining momentum, the show itself was, by most
accounts, falling apart and was eventually canceled.

Skylar Giordano was cast as the lead. Hawx remained
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involved with the show and, in 2019, Skylar was cast in
The Mandalorian. Despite this, Hawx was still was working
on the wrestling show. When he was approached by Starz

to work on Heels, Hawx knew the show had serious
potential. Both he and his son PJ are huge wrestling fans.

And, no one works the genre better than director RZA who
started his career as a wrestler and is a legend in the

business. Even though the show already had an all-star
cast and a ton of scope it needed to be brought in line

with a Starz reality show. And, the Hawx family had
already proven they were the right people to bring the
show into the Star Wars universe. Most recently, Hawx

was the head stunt coordinator for the Starz series Power.
He worked on seasons 2-4. In his next project, Hawx will
serve as the stunt coordinator for the Starz series Ash vs.

Evil Dead.
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Hawx is helping us bring to life the stories and the
characters that come from these wrestling shows,

especially if it’s something that those guys will want to
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talk about. So, I think right from the start, when I was
sitting with Stephen Amell and Alexander Ludwig and

asking them to tell me about their characters and what
their characters represent, I think that’s something that
Stephen and Alexander wanted to bring out, something

that I was able to help them achieve. And then I started to
delve more and more into the training aspect of it. I was

able to get in a gym with Stephen and Luke and I was
able to talk about different aspects of the storylines,

about the body language, and how to read facial
expressions, and so on and so forth, so that’s the kind of
stuff I was able to help them with. I think the key thing is
that I want to make sure that the wrestling trainers are as
authentic as possible, so for me, every little thing I do is a

little more important. For instance, if I’m training
someone, whether it’s Luke Hawx, whether it’s Alexander

Ludwig, whether it’s Stephen Amell, I make sure I’m
giving them good feedback on how to read their match,
how to analyze their match, what their match looks like,
what their character’s trying to do in this match, what
their character tries to do best in wrestling. And it’s all

about the performance, making sure that they’re getting
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the results they want from the wrestlers. And so I want to
make sure that they are getting as close to a real-life

performance, as possible, because at the end of the day, I
want them to put on a great performance, that has an

authentic feel to it. 5ec8ef588b
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